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Chairman Merrin and members of the committee,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony on House Bill 614. My name is Joe Horvath, and I am a visiting
fellow at Opportunity Solutions Project. OSP is a nonprofit, nonpartisan advocacy organization that seeks to
restore the path to self-sufficiency by removing barriers to work. The study bill you are considering can make life
simpler and fairer for Ohio employers, your Department of Job and Family Services (JFS), and individuals who rely
on the continued health of your unemployment system. It can do this by weighing and, ultimately, implementing
a commonsense system integrity reform.
This bill, and its results, are very important. Ohio’s unemployment trust fund is among the nation’s least wellfunded, and employers are paying the price. Only two states were funded at a worse rate than Ohio’s 0.42 solvency
ratio, according to the United States Department of Labor’s (USDOL) most recent unemployment solvency report.i
More recently, discussions about the Ohio unemployment trust fund center on its looming insolvency and need
to borrow federal dollars. ii Ohio has had long-term unemployment trust fund solvency issues, in part caused by
improper payments, which will only be exacerbated by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
Unfortunately, the incentive from additional unemployment benefits created by Congress and confusion over
eligibility have opened the door for fraud. With the rapid increase of new UI claims, more fraudulent claims are
also being filed. The Secret Service has discovered a Nigerian fraud ring stealing unemployment benefits that could
cost hundreds of millions of dollars. iii Washington had to temporarily stop UI claims after $1.6 million in fraudulent
claims, and the FBI is investigating fraudulent claims in Rhode Island. iv-v Oklahoma is investigating 4,200 UI fraud
complaints.vi Maine has identified more than 2,000 fraudulent claims.vii However, even though this new impetus
to police fraud and abuse, it is important to remember that system integrity should always be a priority.
It is unethical for ineligible people to collect unemployment at the expense of the truly needy. Further, it is
irresponsible for a state to not safeguard its unemployment system from fraud. Sadly, waste, fraud, and abuse are
common even in more “normal” economic times. A recent New Jersey investigation showed the state had spent
more than $300 million on benefits to employed individuals. In 2015, Florida found more than 60,000 cases of
fraud costing more than $500 million. In 2016, Ohio itself found out it had sent checks to 1,500 incarcerated
individuals. viii This is a problem because, while incarcerated people should be supported and afforded
opportunities upon release, the purpose of unemployment compensation is to provide temporary and limited
assistance while someone is between jobs.
From 2016-2019, Ohio’s improper unemployment benefit payment rate was already higher than 13 percent.ix
USDOL categorizes states into three main color-coded categories, with 13 percent being the threshold for inclusion
in the least healthy group. This high improper payment rate predates the COVID-19 outbreak, which, if recent
reports from other states are any indicator, will almost certainly cause Ohio’s improper payment rate to increase.
It is critical that, in studying the potential for reform and correction, the committee includes a simple but potent
solution like database cross-checks. Ideally, policy stemming from any examination of integrity would include a
recommendation that JFS perform cross-checks between claims and existing public databases to determine
eligibility. These databases include the National Integrity Data Hub, the National Directory of New Hires, and
incarceration records. These databases already exist, are reliable, and would be simple for JFS to access and utilize.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out. Thank you.
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